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Preface
This book is a complex study of tolerance averaging technique, cf. Woźniak
and Wierzbicki (2000), as a mathematical tool for the description of physical processes in microstructured solids. Based on the definitions of tolerance periodic, slowly varying and highly oscillating functions, adopted from
Woźniak et al. (2010), fundamental averaging properties and assertions are
proved by unified notations. Some of them are similar to those from Woźniak and Wierzbicki (2000) and Woźniak et al. (2008) but this time they are
expressed in the language of Hilbert spaces, and by different averaging operators, what makes this result novelty. These properties are given together
with estimated tolerance parameters, neglected in the process of modelling,
so the truncation error could be eventually estimated.
Another novelty contained in this book is a step-by-step derivation of
averaged model equations, oriented towards linearised thermoelasticity and
linear and nonlinear heat conduction in microstructured media. As well
as variational as direct approach is here presented together with its assumptions and function spaces. An estimation of tolerance parameter in all
methods is explicitly exposed, what is the necessity in quantity evaluation
of obtained results.
The last chapter is filled with numerous examples illustrating averaged
equations applied to the specific micro-structure. Solutions for few initialboundary value problems compared with other known models and solutions.
This monograph would not be finished or even exist if not an inspiration and motivation from the people of my surround. I would like to thank
Bohdan Michalak, who introduced me first to the scientific world and tolerance modelling, and who led me patiently through the years as my truly
mentor. Also many thanks I send to Jarosław Jędrysiak, who very often
threw me challenges by giving me fine example and deadlines. I have to
mention Izabela Kazubska, who never gave up in motivating me and supporting my person on my way to science duty fulfilment, for which I am
grateful. I address my gratitude to Ewelina Pazera. Thanks to her I was
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forced to look closely to the details of tolerance modelling technique and to
think about most complex issues as simplest as it was possible. I thank my
colleagues from Department of Structural Mechanics: Artur Wirowski, Alina
Radzikowska, Jakub Marczak, Łukasz Domagalski and Magda KaźmierczakSobińska, for motivation, inspiration and asking me the right questions.
Many thanks to Bogdan Przeradzki, who let me improve my mathematical
skills and to many others who were there where I needed them most.
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